Description:
The course is aimed at new or near new users of Android tablets (also relevant to Android phones) who want to make use of their tablets to make and maintain bookings, find their way around, understand the device and its settings, make use of data networks of various types and learn about a range of apps that will make it easier to plan, undertake a trip and record their travels. The presenter will use an Android tablet for the majority of the course.

Please bring your charged and working Android tablet (and phone) to the course.

Content

Session One
• Basic Functions
• Recording Apps: eg Photos, movies
• Entertainment Apps: eg Reading, Movies, Music
• Other Apps: eg Clock, Maps

Session Two
• Communication: eg. Email, Viber
• Social apps: eg. Facebook,
• Language Apps
• Organisers
• Booking and travel Apps: eg Expedia, Booking.com

Session Three
• WiFi & devices
• Mobile Networks
• Cloud and other storage
• Travel diaries, etc
• Security
• Accessories to take